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Event Summary.
• Date: 23rd July 2020
• Venue: Virtual
• Hosts: Godel Technologies & Booking.com

Click here to watch
the full event

recording.

Godel has kicked off a series of virtual events, 
introducing Chris Kenny, Senior Product 
Manager at Booking.com, as a guest 
speaker for the inaugural event – Product 
Development Ownership Evolution. Over the 
course of the event, Kenny talked about the 
challenges that Booking.com faced before 
finding Godel, and the journey which the 
partnered team has embarked upon to 
deliver a new product to market. Delivery of 
the product needed to meet key expectations 
for Booking.com – it was down to the 
Godel team to manage and deliver these 
expectations.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SVbx8oqnFHQ


“

”

Godel were impressive in the way they 
broke down what was probably a 
500-page requirements document and
went through every single low-level
requirement. They built up a proposal
based on these estimates. That was
very impressive.

Product Context.
Booking.com Transport Unit (then 
Rentalcars.com) is the world’s biggest online 
car rental service. The market it serves is 
served by small and large car rental suppliers, 
with Booking.com acting as an intermediary 
platform for these suppliers, upon which 
consumers can rent cars.

There are tens of thousands of smaller car 
suppliers that could not be easily integrated 
into the Booking.com platform. So, 
Booking.com decided to deliver a product that 
would solve this challenge: a self-service portal 
for these suppliers to sell to consumers. 

Market competition meant that this solution 
needed to be delivered quickly, and a key 
requirement was that the platform would be 
easy to use and integrated with the wider 
Booking.com network. These expectations 
meant that Chris Kenny and his team needed 
to create a comprehensive technical 
specification for the product – “Marketplace” – 
and also find a software delivery partner to 
accelerate its delivery.

Godel provided a detailed response to 
the specification with a proposal which 
included estimations for delivery on each 
story, an important component to success 
for the work. This is why Booking.com chose 
to partner with Godel on their product 
development journey.



Godel has kicked off a series of virtual events, 
introducing Chris Kenny, Senior Product 
Manager at Booking.com, as a guest speaker 
for theinaugural event – Product Development 
Ownership Evolution. Over the course of the
event, Kenny talked about the challenges that 
Booking.com faced before finding Godel, and 
the journey which the partnered team has 
embarked upon to deliver a new product to 
market. Delivery of the product needed to meet 
key expectations for Booking.com – it was 
down to the Godel team to manage and 
deliver these expectations.

How The Product Was
Delivered.

Chris explained that the Marketplace team was 
a partnership between Booking.com and Godel 
from the beginning. Priority was placed on 
delivering an MVP that would meet the most 
important end-user needs. This meant 
Booking.com needed to ensure Godel had full 
context of the product, including end user 
needs, technical requirements and objectives.

There were two Godel teams working on the 
product. The Build It team was responsible for 
all aspects of product development, working 
closely with stakeholders from Booking.com 
including leadership guidance from Chris. The 
Integrate It team made sure that Marketplace 
worked with other software from across 
Booking.com. Such a large organisation has a 
huge portfolio of platforms, which meant the 
Integrate It team needed extremely detailed 
understanding of technical requirements from 
many Booking.com stakeholders. 

Working differences between these teams 
meant they operated differently: the Build It 
team being highly autonomous, and the 
Integrate It team following Booking.com 
internal processes very closely. Nevertheless, 
there were foundational practices employed 
from the start that ensured every team 
member shared the same product vision: 

Established a clear 
product goal.

Created “guide rails” to 
support autonomy without 

derailing work.

OKRs (Objectives and Key 
Results) shared teamwide 

for clear ways of 
measuring progress.

Built an environment of 
trust: blameless culture.

Complete “one team” 
partnership with clearly 

defined roles.

Constant communication 
with the wider 

Booking.com business.

Build It Team:
Godel-led team focused on

autonomous product development

Integrate It Team:
Working closely with Booking.com 

wider business and processes



Team Product Mindset.

More about this event: Stay up to date:

Ulyana Bylinskaya 

Kira Navitskaya 

Godel’s Kira Navitskaya and Ulyana Bylinskaya also spoke at the event, 
explaining their involvement in Marketplace. Like Chris, Kira was on the 
Marketplace team from the beginning as Business Analyst. She shared the focus 
of building a complete teamwide understanding of the product: its values, its 
functional requirements, timeline, scope and roadmap details. As the team has 
evolved since 2017 their work has changed, but core product understanding has 
remained foundational. Agile working combined with this product mindset has 
allowed the team to operate autonomously which removes managerial 
overheads from the Booking.com team, without risking delivery issues.

Ulyana explained how the partnered team used different working practices 
to operate so successfully. Ideation sessions where the team would share 
ideas, using their product knowledge to prioritise suggestions for future 
sprints. Seeing these features delivered to Marketplace is a morale boost for 
the team, furthering how much everyone cares about the product. OKRs 
have been crucial for Godel – clear objectives such as “Create seamless 
booking management” would be broken down into feature requirements 
and supported by a fundamental “why” which adds context to the product 
vision. Measurement of progress was also supported by product context – 
delivering by December due to certain business requirements. Every 
objective being clearly defined meant each team member knew the weight 
of their work.
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